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TIME TRAVEL ON STAGE 
by Maurice Thorogood, director

When I asked 2020 Visions writer Paddy Gormley to describe Alec80, the 80-year-
old character whose play this is, he said “Like all of us, he’s the sum of his pasts”.  

Paddy’s response took me back to my earliest encounter with time travel.  My 
first grown-up read was Dickens’ A Christmas Carol.  It was so exciting to see the 
breaking of the conventional barriers between time past, present and possible 
future, as Scrooge was taken on his journey of self-discovery.

Years later, as a film editor, I began to understand fully how time travel is the 
friend of good storytelling.  The finished documentary might begin with a shot 
we captured on the last day of filming, and end with one of the very first.  In 
between, the time-line was of little importance.  The only thing that mattered was 
communicating the facts clearly and concisely, and in such a way that the audience 
would stay with us from start to finish.  

Later still, and especially in the three years since I started work on the development 
of Paddy’s time-travelling masterpiece (three years—that’s how special this play is), 
it occurred to me that we are all time travellers.  In 2020 Visions, Alec80 calls to 
mind the most important moments of his life, not in chronological order, but by 
evoking one memory and letting it evoke others, not just jumping from branch 
to branch, but from tree to tree:  2020, then 1960, 2000, 1980, 2020 again, and 
on and on.  If it sounds like a recipe for confusion, think again, for this is how 
our minds work.  We may remember the chronology of events to some extent, but 
memories are endlessly inter-connected, along a complex and inscrutable network 
of pathways:  times spent with such and such a person, or in the same place but 
with others;  similarly joyous or traumatic moments;  and so on.  So it is that Alec 
invites us to share his story by travelling with him along the pathways of his mind.   

One of the many joys of working with Paddy is that he welcomes creative 
input.  He has given us endlessly intriguing, credible, compelling characters, and 
encouraged the cast and director to bring them to life as we find them, and to 
experiment freely with our characterisation.  When the experiments called for new 
text, he unfailingly provided it, promptly and in such a way that it always fitted 
perfectly with the larger scheme of things.  Many such experiments have resulted in 
permanent additions to the script, and it has been a great privilege for all of us to 
have been so closely involved with the development of this fantastic project.  

2020 Visions is pure gold, so far above the ordinary that it deserves to be the iconic 
drama of the year 2020, with productions in theatre, film and radio.  

VOICES IN VERSE 
by Paddy Gormley, playwright

On the face of it, 2020 Visions is a love story told over sixty years, and that’s all you 
need to know.  But if you share my enthusiasm for heightened language, subtle 
references and hidden meanings, read on!

The visions that give this play its 
name are written in proseverse:  
the words flow as naturally as 
prose, and must be spoken as such, 
but they are in fact constrained 
by complex, largely imperceptible 
patterns of rhythm and rhyme.  
Such constraints slow down the 
process of writing, but, in my 
experience, they greatly enhance 
creativity.  In proseverse, every 
word must not only make perfect 
sense within the sentence structure;  
it must also be entirely consistent 
with the system of constraints.  

Proseverse sounds like normal speech.   
It’s different, though.  In proseverse, each  

sound fits the rhythmic pattern.  There 
are hidden rhymes.  We’re unaware  

of all these inner workings when  
we’re listening.  That’s because the sentences  

express their meaning clearly.   
We imagine that we’re hearing  

ordinary prose...

language with altitude

The seminal idea for the proseverse of 2020 Visions was that Alec20 —Alec aged 
20 in the year 1960—was a child of the old order, of the class hierarchy that 
had reigned supreme in England for centuries, but was now losing its grip.  In 
proseverse generally, the end of a line is marked by a single rhyming syllable 
that registers the number of feet in the line.  In the proseverse of 2020 Visions, 
pentameter, recalling Shakespeare’s preferred poetic metre, is a metaphor for 
England before the 1960s.  Pentameter was the currency of the Establishment.  
Due deference must be expressed in pentameter to one’s Elders and Betters.  
Everyone who was In, or who aspired to be In, must be ruled by pentameter.

Enter Belinda, Alec’s first love in the year 1960, a war widow twice his age who had 
learned to make her own way in life, and a harbinger of the feminist movement 
that was to rise to prominence a few years later.  She must defer to the rule of 
pentameter for the practical purpose of holding down her job as secretary to a 
university professor.  But rebel that she was, she had discovered the perfect means 
of feigning deference while subtly subverting the system.  Her rebellion was to 
speak in alternating lines of two and three feet, which her work colleagues might 
hear as respectably five-footed lines, but which would send a very different message 
to free-thinking others.  



These eccentric constraints were not idle fancies, however.  On the contrary, they 
helped me to perceive and develop important aspects of character.  Alec’s steady, 
ploddingly cautious speech contrasts sharply with the confident, lively patter of 
Belinda, whose twice-as-many rhymes drive the action rapidly forward.  Hearing 
these voices in verse, you’ll soon know who is to do the seducing, and who is to be 
seduced.  

A20: Nice flat!  

B: Nice sunny wind-  
ows anyway.  

A20: Nice flat!You and your husband must—

B: a bit more sp He died.  

A20: Nice flat!  You and your husband mus I wish  
I hadn’t said—

B: No, it’s all right.   
I was a war-time bride  
and he died fight- 
ing.  He was only twent- 
y.  Like lambs to the slaught-  
er. There were plent- 
y like him.  We’ve a daught- 
er, but he nev- 
er met her.   I’m depress- 
ing you.  Whatev- 
er did I say!  
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The scenes of 2020 
Visions, though 
disordered in the 
production you 
will see, were 
initially drafted in 
chronological order, 
not least so that I 
could clearly chart 
the development 
of the characters.  
Belinda’s death in 
1961 occasioned 
everything that was 
to follow in 2020 
Visions.  Alec was 
a slow worker, so 
his search for lost 
love did not begin 
until 1980, when he 
made a concerted 
effort to find 
Belinda’s daughter 
Natasha.  Alec and 
Natasha were both 
aged forty.  

Alec40 cut an altogether more mature figure.  He used pentameter but was no 
longer enslaved by it.  His speech now included rhythms learnt from Belinda, and 
echoed by Alec40 as an enduring token of their love.  Natasha, being Belinda’s 
daughter, spoke in rhythms based on her mother’s.  

Here too, the proseverse played an important part in defining the characters.  For 
example, the empathy between them was increased by the fact that they shared 
Belinda’s speech pattern, though Natasha did not know it because Alec could not 
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bring himself to tell 
her about his affair 
with her mother.  
Alec’s lapses into 
pentameter helped 
him to come across 
as a gentleman of 
the old school, while 
Natasha could use 
pentameter as a 
mark of her respect 
for Alec, and a 
manifestation of 
her desire to be a 
submissive wife to 
him.  It was not 
to be.  Natasha 
discovered Alec’s 
guilty secret, and 
promptly threw him 
out of her life.  

In the year 2000, 
Alec searched again, 
and found Natasha’s 
daughter Lucy, who 
had been an infant 
when his affair with 
Belinda began.  

N: ping as the music.  Will you take me there  
one day?  

A40: one day?  Take care— 
You haven’t even tried  
my cooking yet.  

N: my cooking yet.  That’s true, but I’ve decid- 
ed that it’s going to  
be just like you— 
amazing.  

A40: amazing.  I can tru- 
ly say I’ve nev- 
er felt like this—so—ev- 
’rything so—right.  

N: ’rything so—right.  You mean  
you’ve never been  
in love?  I’ll bet  
you have—I’ve never met  
a man as wonderful as you.  Don’t tell  
me no one ever fell  
for you before.  
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Like her grandmother, Lucy was a free thinker.  Unlike Belinda, however, she 
made no pretence of deferring to anyone.  She spoke candidly of her hatred of her 
straight-laced mother.  She conducted her relationship with Alec60, “old enough 
to be my dad”, in the manner of a casual business transaction, dismissing him 
abruptly as soon as she lost interest in him.  Lucy’s 
alienation can be seen in the proseverse, insofar 
as her speech is liberally sprinkled with 
four-footed lines, as the mark of her 
contempt for the rule of pentameter.



2020 Visions
Cast in order of appearance

Alec80

Alec20

Lucy

Natasha

Belinda

Ros

Alec40

Alec60

(2020)

(1960)

(2000)

(1980)

(1960)

(2020)

(1980)

(2000)

Mansel David

James Price

Olivia Busby

Olivia Busby

Olivia Busby

Georgia Riley

James Price

James Price

Production team

Director

Sound design

Sound & lighting

Production Assistant

Maurice Thorogood

Paddy Gormley

Katherine Evans

Hayley Newnes

Music

Venetian brass 
 
 

Belinda’s music 
 

Natasha’s music 
 

Alec’s music 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Lucy’s music

Canzonas and Sonatas 
by Giovanni Gabrieli 
Philadelphia Brass Ensemble 
& Cleveland Brass Ensemble

La Cathédrale engloutie 
by Claude Debussy 
Paddy Gormley, piano

Syrinx 
by Claude Debussy 
Rachel Young, flute

The Turn of the Screw 
by Benjamin Britten 
English Opera Group 
conducted by the composer 
(excerpt by kind permission of  
Messrs. Boosey & Hawkes) 
Prélude à l’après midi d’un faune 
by Claude Debussy 
L’Orchestre symphonique de Montréal 
conducted by Charles Dutoit

Sine nomine 
Anon

There will be a fifteen minute interval

Let’s make our 
vows in Venice.   

I adore you.   
We must be as one 

for evermore.



Maurice Thorogood:  Director

Katherine Evans:  Sound & Lighting

Hayley Newnes:  Production Assistant

Paddy Gormley:  Writer

Maurice Thorogood’s recent directing work includes Beauty 
and the Beast at Dorking Halls.  Earlier in 2018 he directed 
Robin Miller’s farce, Liberty Hall, at the OSO, and Stunning 
Meara, a play about selective mutism, at Theatre503.  Maurice 
worked as an award-winning film editor for ITN, BBC and 
Southern TV, before gaining a scholarship to RADA, where 
he won the Ronson Award and the Bronze Medal.  He is a 
member of Stage Directors UK and Actors & Writers London.  

Katherine Evans works as a freelancer in a variety of roles in 
the media industry, as she continues to pursue her passion for 
directing films.  She runs her own production company (www.
missdirector.co.uk), writes, shoots, edits and can generally 
turn her hand to most departments as she aims to build strong 
foundations as a creative.  Following the success of Liberty Hall 
at the OSO last year, Katherine is delighted to be working with 
Maurice Thorogood again.     

Hayley Newnes trained at Elmhurst Ballet School and has 
danced and sung her way around the world.  A former 
Principal of the Pauline Quirke Academy in Brighton, she also 
teaches throughout Sussex.  Hayley directs and choreographs 
many shows for UK and TUI resorts worldwide. She also sings 
with The Mix and with The Osmonds. Hayley has just finished 
her second year with The World’s Biggest Productions, presenting 
Peter Pan and Elf Arena Tours. 

Paddy Gormley has been writing professionally for forty years, 
and has contributed to publications as diverse as Music & 
Musicians and Financial Times.  His play-writing began in 
the late 1980s, since when he has pioneered the style of verse 
writing he calls proseverse.  2020 Visions is the third of his verse 
plays to be professionally produced in London.  The others 
were Hamlet: Tragedy of a Fat Man (Etcetera 2002 and tour) for 
Simon Fisher-Becker, and The Social Climber (Upstairs at the 
Gatehouse 2011), an adaptation of Le Bourgeois gentilhomme.

Olivia Busby:  Belinda, Natasha & Lucy

Mansel David:  Alec80

James Price:  Alec20, Alec40 & Alec60

Georgia Riley:  Ros

Olivia’s theatre credits include Stunning Meara (Theatre 503), 
Drowning on Dry Land (Wimbledon Studio Theatre), Hay fever 
(Upstairs at the Gatehouse and UK tour), An Ideal Husband 
(Slovenian National Tour), Absent Friends (Union Theatre), The 
Coming of Gowf (Old Red Lion).  TV includes Murder City 
(Granada) 50 Ways to Kill your Lover (Thumbs Up), Messiah 
3 (ITV) Casualty (BBC).  Olivia lends her voice to Living 
Paintings, a library charity for the blind and partially sighted.

Mansel’s West End theatre work has included plays by Tom 
Stoppard, Michael Frayn, Angela Huth, Royce Ryton and Ray 
Cooney, with Felicity Kendal, Roger Rees, Paul Eddington, 
Leslie Phillips, Dame June Whitfield, Dame Celia Johnson 
and Sir Ralph Richardson.  Television sitcoms include Yes, 
Prime Minister with Sir Nigel Hawthorne, and The Magnificent 
Evans with Ronnie Barker.  He presents two one-man shows:  
Crummles (based on Nicholas Nickleby) and Take Desire Away, 
adapted from the poetry and letters of A E Housman.

James’s theatre credits include Fire and Phoenix (Bridewell 
Theatre and tour), Look no Llamas! (Club Theatre), The Women’s 
War (Finborough) Show me The Money (Chelsea Theatre), 
Mocking Birds (Tristan Bates), and Failed States (Pleasance - 
Time Out Critics Choice). TV/Film includes BAFTA-award 
winning L8R Youngers 2 (BBC), London Lockdown (part of the 
Rise Up Film Programme), In My Head and An Eye For a Tooth. 
James has also narrated a variety of audio books.

Georgia’s credits include Funny Turns (Museum of 
Comedy), Liberty Hall (OSO), Humans (Channel 4 / Kudos 
Productions), Much Ado About Nothing (Waterloo East 
Theatre), Frugt (White Bear), You Can’t Fly (Etcetera), The 
Importance of Being Earnest (London Theatre) and Oh, What 
a Lovely War (Lighthouse, Poole).  She also participated in the 
New Writers Programme Workshop (Salisbury Playhouse) 
under the direction of Max Stafford-Clark.
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